
Early Years, 1795-1814 
Chapter 1: Birthplaces 
 John Keats was the first-born son of Thomas and Frances 
Keats. It is said that where and when John Keats was born is 
uncertain. According to the baptism register at St Botolph’s ,Keats 
was born on “Saturday, 31 October 1795”  (Roe 10). However others 
say it was on “the full moon on the 29th” (Roe 10). Keats began to 
gain an interest in poetry at a very young age. Mrs. Grafty, who was 
the Keats’s next door neighbor and knew the family pretty well said 
that instead of John answering questions directly when asked, he 
would fool around and say a word that rhymed with the last word of 
that question, “a six-year old’s delight at dodging a question 
suddenly seemed like a promise of great things to come.” (Roe 12). 
Keats childhood was a very interesting one. Although he was gaining 
experience and learning many interesting things, he was also 
experiencing many tragedies/ At the age of 3 Keats was exposed to 
something not all 3 year olds experience. His family dealt with 
bankruptcy. “In the events of these critical months of 1798 and 
afterwards, perhaps we can find further reasons why the luxurious 
feasts in Lamia, The Fall of Hyperion and The Eve of St Agnes were 
reminders of a formative loss of childhood security” (Roe 14). 
 
Chapter 2: School 
At the age of 8 years old Keats attended the Clarkes Academy. 
Through the first years at school Keats showed no interest in his 
studies. He would fight in the school yard, played cricket, swam in 
the pond, and would venture off to the mysterious ‘Moat’ (Roe 23). 
During his 7 years at the school, he became very familiar with the 
school. Clarkes Academy helped Keats “form the landscape of ‘Ode 
to a Nightingale’ and ‘To Autumn’ “ (Roe 20). In 1804 Thomas 
Keats, John’s father, visited him at school. This day was memorable 
to Keats because he felt as though maybe if his father had not visited 
he would’ve been alive. It is said that the farewell’s in his later 
poems and letters touch upon the last time him and his father saw 
each other (Roe 24) in September of 1804 John and George started 
school again, this time they looked out for one another. These were 
the years where his beauty, passion, and unpredictability matched his 
mother’s, but his dark brown hair, hazel eyes, and muscular build 

matched his father’s. Keats’s grandfather, John Jennings was an 
important person in his life as he provided for him when his mother 
remarried William Rawlings. His grandfather disapproved of him as 
he was this violent and ungovernable child who because of past 
experiences left him with insecurities. Being abandoned by his mom 
made him this person. But John Jennings didn’t approve of him 
because from being a wealthy prosperous man he quickly became a 
penniless man. Therefore, Jennings was afraid Rawlings might have 
wanted to take advantage of his prosperity. At seventy-four John 
Jennings was ailing. Thus, feeling his strength was fading away in 
February of 1805 he decided to draw his will. His intentions where 
clear. His aim was to benefit his immediate family; Alice Jennings, 
Midgley John Jennings and Charles Danvers, his executors. Ensuring 
his estate would not be squandered at the Swan and Hoop, or even 
pass to any family Frances and Rawlings might have (Roe 25). 
 
Chapter 3: Bridge 
Midgley John Jennings had vexations. In the ten years since 
Camperdown he had served dutifully on the home front (Roe 36). 
Nevertheless, he fell ill in the late 1807 and went home for a four-
month leave. But although it did him well his physician noted that 
his cough had blood stains in them, which reduced him. Yet he 
didn’t stop being successful; in July he was promoted captain and in 
August he received his capital from Chancery.  Being the last thing 
he achieved. In November of 1808 he died with only thirty-one years 
without reconciling with his sister, and leaving a widowed and four 
children with his Chancery legacy. Not including that the capital had 
been given to him for four months, and his sister Frances realizing 
this already attempted to claim upon it. But it was rejected to her as it 
was given to the Keats children, their Jennings cousins and their 
mother. Keats’s uncles’ death in November devastated him as he had 
lost the hero he might have followed into a military career (Roe 37). 
However, after Keats mother was absence for five-years she 
returned, reconciling with her sister Alice and moving into her 
house, ailing with a rheumatism who she was dosing it off with 
brandy and opium. To which now Keats mother return, encouraged 
him to rise to a challenge unlike anything he had ever faced in the 
playground. From there on he was an orderly scholar. He read 



steadily along the library shelves as if pacing himself to go the 
distance, where he discovered and gained his passion for all these 
different sorts of books that helped him loved and find his own type 
of style, and voice when he wrote. Keats’s friend Joseph Severn 
lived long enough to understand how the modern arcadian world 
Keats’s had created from Lempriere’s dictionary formed the 
groundwork of English poetry in the mid-nineteenth century. Then, 
the remarkable representations of antiquity came from Keats. In 
1809, he won one school’s half-yearly prizes where he devoted every 
hour to study, and where it was the start of all the achievements he 
had coming. Frankly his mother’s health did not improve, he stayed 
besides her caring for her. But on January of 1810, Keats’s had to 
return to school leaving his mother on the care of her mother Alice 
Jennings and Hammond where a month later at thirty-five she died. 
When Keats heard his mother died he withdrew into a nook under 
the master’s desk. For Keats’s this was harsh as between the ages of 
seven and fourteen he had lost six people (Roe 40). After his mother 
death Cowden Clarke suggested that he translated some of “The 
Aeneid” as a distraction from grief, which definitely occupy him. 
However, as Clarke acknowledged the importance of this translation 
for him the manuscript has disappeared. They say there is good 
reason to consider it Keats’s first major literacy achievement (Roe 
42). Moreover, in August 1810 Hammond charged Keats’s two 
hundred for his five-year apprenticeship. As he wanted to have an 
opportunity to find the cure for the disease that killed his mother. 
Without adding the idea that it will lead him to a respectable job with 
a good income. But this got ugly for Keats’s dream of becoming a 
doctor as he was treated as servant by Hammond. To him an 
apprentice was expected to do his master’s bidding and, while 
Thomas Bayly regarded Crosse almost an equal Keats’s was not. 
Furthermore, he had great people that looked after him who did 
cared for him one of them being Cowden Clarke he was the one that 
got him out. He hinted Richard Monckon Milnes that all was not 
right with Keats’s apprenticeship, so Clarke took him out of that 
situation and registered him at a Guy’s organization in October 1815 
where they were opportunities for informal medical training that 
might explained   Keats’s remarkable rapid progress. Later on, 
Hammond became ill and died in 1817. Where Keats’s by then was 

conscientious up to a point, his mind and energies were principally 
devoted to his passion for reading, and his Aeneid translation, which 
was what he overall became, a full-time writer/poet, as he was open 
to many things. 

(Luisana & Diana) 
Guy’s Hospital, 1814-1817 
Chapter 4: Southwark 

In chapter four, “Southwark,” Nicholas Roe begins by 
briefly discussing Keats’s apprenticeship and his teachers. Keats’s 
apprenticeship played a big part in his life and his teachers, 
Hammond and Cowden Clarke, provided him with connections that 
assisted him in his arrival to City hospitals. Roe includes the few 
names that served as networks that led Keats to London’s teaching 
hospitals where he was able to attend lectures that kept him up to 
date with his medical training while gaining hospital experience. 
Keats was able to make a life of his own while also make time to 
write his poetry. Roe discusses Keats’s move to London and how he 
was able to start at Guy’s Hospital. Roe mentions that Keats’s shift 
into his new life in London is “mapped” into his first poems.  

Roe transitions into Keats’s first poems and includes stanzas 
of the “earliest surviving poem,” “Imitation of Spenser.” The poem 
is continued by Roe’s close reading. Roe’s analysis is followed by an 
inclusion of Keats’s poems that marks his move to London. Roe 
demonstrates that Keats’s poems are filled with public events such as 
politics and women and he does this by inputting more passages of 
Keats’s poems and providing the reader with his interpretation. Roe 
fills a lot of the chapter with long passages from Keat’s poems and 
his own explications of them based on Keats’s experiences. 
 
Chapter 5: Bright and Dark 
            Throughout John Keats’ walk of life, he encountered many 
people who would later become a great towards his journey as a 
poet. One of his great influences was a twenty six year old lawyer 
named Richard Woodhouse. He was an informal legal and literary 
adviser to publishers Taylor and Hessey. It was then that Woodhouse 
had started to read Keats’s work and believed that he could be a great 
competitor to Shakespeare and Milton. Keats highly respected his 
opinions and literary judgements and began to discuss plans for 



future written poems. Woodhouse began to make extensive 
transcripts from Keats’ manuscripts and collecting unpublished 
poems, letters, dates and sources, biographical information and other 
commentary. Nicholas Roe states that “without Woodhouse, our 
knowledge of Keats’ life, writings and habits of composition would 
be greatly diminished” (70). 
            While starting his journey into becoming a surgeon, Keats 
was often inspired to write while attending lectures. When he was 
living in London, he was close to places such as Chaucer’s Tabard 
Inn, Shakespeare’s Globe Theater and Leigh Hunt’s old prison. Roe 
mentions that similar to Hunt, Keats was drawn to the unconstrained 
possibilities and permissions of poetry. Keats’ transition in London 
helped to make his poetry stay fresh in his mind while keeping up 
with his medical studies. He began to wonder how poetry and the 
medical field could be related. When Keats was working towards his 
dressership, he wrote one of his most secure and effective sonnets, 
“To Solitude.” Keats’ medical notebook serves as an astonishing 
document and reminder of his mind. His medical notes were filled 
with drawings of flowers. While attending a lecture on the structure 
of a human nose (by Sir Astley Paston Cooper, one of Britain’s 
leading surgeons) he would imagine the perfume of flowers and his 
own sonnets. His notebooks contained his many ideas, images, 
words and phrases that would soon appear in his later works. In this 
chapter, Roe makes it clear that poetry always remained an important 
factor in Keats’ life. 
 
Chapter 6: “J.K. and Other Communications”  
 In Chapter 6, Roe shows the influence that Keats 
experiences has in his writing. The chapter starts with informing the 
reader the reaction of Keats first poem in print in the Examiner. 
Keats always desired to be in a dialogue with Byron, Wordsworth, 
Hunt and Hazlitt which is why he sent his sonnet to the company. 
The Examiner was known for making conversation by adding poetry 
that brings political issues. Keats influence was Hunt’s poem of an 
arranged marriage of Duke of Ravenna’s daughter. The language in 
his poem is very exciting and gets the reader’s attention. The reader 
soon finds out that the groom never showed up the wedding and send 
his brother to marry his new bride. The kind of scandal is what the 

company enjoys to have the people read. With this poem, Keats 
wanted to write a poem of how own that depicts the disappointment  
of Francesca’s discovery. He acts as a chameleon poet when he tries 
to use Hunt’s “light touch and tender observation”. Hunt has a great 
influence on Keats because his reference to paradise lost comparison 
to Paulo and Francesca was his muse for St. Agnes of Eve.  

Roe begins to discuss Keats poem “Calidore” which was one 
of his significant poem because he challenged himself to write a 
narrative poem. In this poem, he uses hunt’s as an inspiration by 
using “run-on couplets, and impressionistic compounds”. However, 
“Calidore” was never completed. Keats can be viewed as an 
chameleon poet because he absorbs different energy and images and 
creates his poetry. On a summery day, Leats was walking and Caen 
wood and would write the poem “I stood tip toe upon a little hill”. 
Hunt’t has a big voice in Keats writing. When Keats takes a vacation 
with his brother George and explored the “Spensers, sea-shouldering 
whales” he had inspiration and begin to the write the Sonnet for his 
brother named, “To my brother George’. In this poem, you can hear 
Hunt’s voice in it for what he has absorbed from his writing.  

Keats influence in his writing was also when he was a 
dresser to surgeon William Lucas. He has overnight shifts and would 
deal with “accident victims, dressed hosts of outpatients, drawn 
innumerable teeth and performed countless venesections”. He would 
participate in operations that were uneasy to the eye. This affected 
Keats because he was able to see a different gruesome life and be 
able to have different experiences. He passed the examination to 
practice apothecary. However, he was unable to continue to watch 
people suffer but to escape his past he created the poem, “To 
Solitude”. His medicine terms helped is language in his poetry. 
Overall, Roe shows the reader where Keats has got his inspiration 
from.   
  
Chapter 7: An Era  

In chapter seven, “An Era,” Nicholas Roe begins with 
asserting that John Keats is trying to get in contact with Cowden 
Clarke, who was his mentor. It appears that Clarke was not speaking 
to Keats because Keats got the attention of Hunts. Roe questions if 
this caused the “silence [that] had fallen between them” because 



Clarke sent his poems to Hunt and none of them had been published. 
Clarke knew Hunt and Keats desperately wanted Clarke to introduce 
them. So, Keats was writing poems to Clarke to try to mend their 
friendship so that the introduction could happen.  

Roe goes into detail about the situation that occurred 
between Keats, Clarke and Hunt. After Keats’s efforts, Cowden 
Clarke took his poems to Hunt’s home. Hunt was very impressed by 
his writings along with author Horace Smith. They found themselves 
inspired by his poems and requested Keats’ presence at Hunt’s home. 
Keats was told the good news but it would be a couple of days till he 
was able to take them up on their offer because of his duties in the 
medical field. Keat’s was eager to finally meet Hunt but there was an 
awkward period of time where Clarke was ignoring him. Clarke was 
following his own agenda and gave Hunt his own collection of 
poetry instead of Keats. John Keats reached out to Hunt and found 
out that he never received any of his works and that he couldn’t be 
featured in the next Sunday’s Examiner.  After working the issues 
out, Keats finally had his moment of meeting Hunt at home in Vale 
of Health.  

Keats is able to meet Hayden and Hunt. Hayden and Hunt 
have their own differences. Hayden has a selfish energy to him, 
while Hunt offers a friendly appearance. Hunt was very clever and 
delightful. Keats mentors, Cowden Clarke and Hunt both notice how 
strong of a writer Keats is. However, when Hunt meets Keats he 
does not think his appearance is strong. Hunt knows that he was 
filled with energy but he was able to notice that Keats was ill-health.  
 

(Ashley, Jerlisa, & Georgia) 
 
Chapter 8: Wild Surmises 

Roe discusses the circumstances that led to Keats being 
introduced to writer socialites such as Cowden Clarke, Hunt, Thomas 
Alsager, Hamilton Reynolds, and Thomas and Charles Wordsworth. 
It was through these friends that Keats was able to access a copy of 
the folio edition of Chapman’s Homer. On the same night, Keats 
wrote ‘On the First Looking into Chapman’s Homer’ and sends it to 
Clarke. Hunt was the first to extend an opportunity for Keats and 
Reynolds to be featured in The Examiner, beating Haydon to it, and 

causing a tiff between the two. While Haydon was upset by it, the 
compliments to his painting mollified him and its creation is touched 
on. Roe also expresses that, in 1816, Keats’s passion of writing 
poetry was reflective in the amount of hours he would put aside for 
writing poetry and socializing, while maintaining a full time job at 
Guys Hospital.  

The Zetosophian society and its members are introduced, as 
is its newspapers. Keats also comes of age, turning twenty-one and 
had the stocks he inherited appraised. Keats later invites Clarke to 
his Cheapside home six weeks ahead, which was notable at the time 
due to Keats’ busy schedule. With Chapman’s’ Homer publishing 
upcoming, Keats visits Richards, a theater reviewer, for advice. Tom 
Keats turns seventeen and all the Keats brothers move residence, 
Keats works on the poem Tip-Toe during this time, and writes To 
My Brothers’ for the change in their lives. Haydon tells Keats around 
this time that he plans to include Keats in his Christ painting, 
inspiring Keats’ Great Spirits sonnet. He sends the sonnet to Haydon 
who writes back with a suggestion to change one line, and sends the 
poem to Woodsworth who praised the sonnet. The chance for a 
potential meeting had been established. 

 
Chapter 9: Saturnalia 

In Chapter 9, Roe states Hunt wrote an article for The 
Examiner introducing three upcoming artists, also labeled as the 
“new school of young poets”, and their work. These three new artists 
were Percy Bysshe Shelley, John Henry Reynolds, and John Keats. 
Keats’s “On First Looking into Chapman’s Homer” appeared right 
next to Hunt’s article. This fueled Keats passion for poetry and he 
began to immerse himself more fully into the life of a poet.  It is 
speculated that Keats gathered his friends, around the time of the 
Roman Festival of Saturnalia, and announced that he was going to 
devote himself fully to writing. Hunt, in the meantime, was creating 
a political voice for himself in The Examiner, writing about the 
turmoil in the government and riots going on in England, which 
eventually landed him in jail. Before ending up in jail, Hunt 
reacquainted himself with Shelley, and spent a lot of time with him, 
particularly after Shelley’s ex wife died by drowning. This caused a 
little jealousy from Keats because he no longer had Hunt’s undivided 



attention. The day Keats visited Hunt to announce he would be 
writing a book, he found Shelley was still staying at Hunt’s home. 
Shelley advised Keats not to publish his old work, but Keats decided 
to include them, with a note explaining that some were his earlier 
works. Keats’s book featured Sleep and Poetry, one of Keats’s 
longest poems, which was also influenced by Hunt’s own work. 
Charles and James Ollier agreed to print Keats’s book on 
commission, with the brothers keeping 10% of the profits sold, 
though other reports indicate that Keats may have paid for his own 
publication.  

Shortly after Shelly left Hunt’s home to marry Mary 
Godwin, Hunt, Clarke and Keats arranged to meet. It was during this 
meeting that Hunt challenged Keats to write a sonnet in 15 minutes. 
Keats’s sonnet On the Grasshopper and Cricket, was the outcome of 
this challenge, and was considered a piece of art by Hunt. Though 
Keats thought Hunt’s sonnet was superior to his. 

 
Chapter 10: Lancet 

Winter months are silent for Keats, no letter survives, no 
indication he is working on his book. Reasons for silence speculated 
– it is thought to have something to do with his busy schedule at 
Guy’s. Keats meets with Hunt during this time, and is aware that 
Percy and Mary Shelley are involved in a custody battle for Percy 
Shelley’s children from his first marriage after the death of his first 
wife, Harriet. Unhappy memories of Keats’ father’s death and his 
mother’s remarriage are possibly invoked by custody battle and may 
also be a reason for his silence during this time. Hunt us charged for 
his comment on prince regent’s failed marriage and is found in 
contempt of court. Percy Shelley ruled against by the court, one of 
his works, Queen Mab, cited as reason for him being unfit to raise 
his children. Hymn to Intellectual Beauty was published at this time. 
Keats later meets with Shelley, Hunts, and Haydon for dinner; they 
get into arguments over Christianity, using quotes from Shakespeare 
(Hamlet) to prove their points. 

In the following January, Keats writes a sonnet reflecting the 
lack of summer. He also conversed with both Shelley and his wife, 
Mary, during the custody battle. Hunt’s wife also attempts suicide, 
speculated to be because of his growing interest in his sister-in-law. 

John Keats works on his book, and it is published shortly after the 
suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act, which meant that police could 
arrest citizens without trial. Keats writes On Seeing the Elgin 
Marbles after visiting the British Museum to see the Elgin Marbles 
with Haydon and Reynolds. With his book published, Keats retires 
from Guy’s to become a writer and poet fulltime. Keats’ book, 
Poems, receives generally favorable reviews, though George Felton 
Mathew judged Keats’ work harshly. Keats plans to journey away 
for a time, during which he would begin work on Endymion. 

(Michelle & Leah) 
 
The Year of Endymion, 1817 
Chapter 11: Strange Journeys 

In chapter 11, we see the deep connection that Keats shares 
with Shakespeare. Upon embarking on a trip that places him seventy-
seven miles away from his brothers, he brings out his volumes of 
Shakespeare. The first of these volumes is “The Tempest” (161). 
Inspired and finding himself alone to concentrate, Keats sets a 
challenge upon himself where he intends to write four thousand lines 
of poetry as a test of his imagination (162). On the 17th he settled into 
his room in the new village of Carisbrooke (162). In decorating his 
new surroundings, he hangs a portrait of Shakespeare again 
reaffirming his connection to and relationship with Shakespeare. He 
is quoted as telling Reynolds that he “likes it extremely” (163). 
Although he misremembers a quote by Shakespeare, he is 
nonetheless moved to write his poem “On the Sea”. In this poem, 
Keats word choices bring up connotations of food or eating. This is a 
tendency of Keats’ during times of stress and duress providing 
insight into his emotional state at the time. Not only is Keats inspired 
by Shakespeare but he is also inspired by his surroundings, 
specifically the village of Carisbrooke. Roe writes, “These 
intersections of phrase, echo, and landscape suggest that Keats 
composed the first 120 lines or so of Endymion at Carisbrooke” 
(166).  

With these feelings of inspiration are also simultaneous 
feelings of greatness and self-doubt. Of his greatness, he wonders 
why he was given the gift of poetry when so many other men have 
not (166). Of his self-doubt, he ruminates on “his horrid Morbidity of 



Temperament” (167). This self-doubt was only made worse because 
of his lack of sexual experiences with women. Soon after he meets, a 
woman named Isabella Jones, whom captivates his attention. Within 
a few days he has kissed her, but she desires for their romantic 
liaison to be kept a secret from the others in society.  
 
Chapter 12: Fellowship 

In chapter 12, we learn more about his work Endymion. 
Keats has become upset over a review of his work Poems. The 
review goes on at great length about the poetical mistakes before 
anything positive was remarked upon. It is also around this time that 
the first book of Endymion was finished. This book was composed of 
“three sections: an introduction, a description of an ideal pastoral 
community celebrating with a “Hymn to Pan” and Endymion’s 
forlorn interview with his sister Peona” (173). Thoughts of Isabella 
Jones once again inspire Keats’ writing through descriptions of 
Endymion’s encounters with Diana as “blushing, waning, willing 
and afraid” (173).  There are also unconsummated dalliances 
between Diana and Endymion, much as there was for Isabella and 
Keats. Not only is Diana a reflection of Isabella but Endymion 
reflects Keats. Endymion shares traits with Keats such as his desire 
for fame and tempremental moods.  

In this chapter, we also see how Keats’ circle of friends 
expands. His friend Reynolds introducers him to Charles Dilke. 
Dilke himself is friends with John Dickens, father of Charles 
Dickens. Keats eventually also meets Charles Armitage Brown. 
Brown later goes on to become the biggest spokesman for Keats’s 
posthumous fame. While staying with his friend Bailey, we learn that 
Keats was self-medicating with mercury. The effects of the mercury, 
now known to be toxic to humans, is reflected in his writings of the 
time. He uses words the word “poisonous” in repeatedly in this book 
but not in any of the others. In his letters, he writes that he finds 
himself “tolerably well” (182) or just well enough. Clearly, Keats 
had started to become concerned with his health.   
 
Chapter 13: “Z” 

Currently at Oxford Keats is not well. Keats attempts to cure 
whatever it may be that he has as he takes mercury which “corrected 

the poison” and improved his health. The options of a wide range of 
venereal diseases or tuberculosis may be the cause of Keats slow 
demise. Keats’ brother Tom was ill as well and looked to avoid the 
winter in Lisbon. Keats hid out avoiding his contemporaries for 
weeks as his symptoms weakened him. As Keats returned from his 
hideout he is exposed to an author by the pen name Z. Z’s essays 
generated outrage amongst the readers aiming towards Keats. 
Through this time Keats had turned twenty-two.  
 
Chapter 14: Immortal Dinners 

Keats remained in London through the winter to not only see 
Tom and George off but for his complaints of pulmonary discomfort. 
Keats is currently facing 3 trials for blasphemy. Keats health 
drastically improves as he is now out and about. Roe goes on to 
provide quotes and analyses Keats’ poetry in depth. Roe pays special 
attention to his analysis of Keats’ writing to highlight Keats’ talents 
but point out just how immature his poetry is and as poet how he has 
progressed into a great one. In chapter 14 we also see how Roe lists 
the criticism Keats’ poetry received in his day. Keats’ style as a 
writer vernacular represented by th Cockney School of Poetry was a 
major threat to the traditional style and order. 

 (Massiel & Kevin) 
 
Roads of the Dead, 1818 
Chapter 15: Dark Passages  

Dark Passages speaks about the dark passages that Keats 
wrote. They were speaking about the time that Tom was sick. But 
there was still something ominous about the fact that there was 
something wrong entirely because Keats wanted to go to Exeter, but 
he was confined by a terrible storm that just wrecked everything in 
his path. It is worth fitting to note that the journey to Exeter was 
usually about twenty seven hours. Keats bought a ticket for the 
Royal Mail that would take him to Exeter. He reached the place 
although he got soaked in wet clothing which was dangerous to his 
health.  

He rested in the New London Inn before taking another 
coach from Haldon Hill to Teignmouth. At the time, it was a 
fashionable watering-place whose population was around four 



thousand. George, Keats, and Tom all walked over to a townhouse at 
20 Strand. The townhouse was some fifty feet from the Teignmouth 
port. Keats experienced days of rain that was unusual in the sense 
that it was rainy, misty and snowy among other descriptions. Yet, in 
the most cruel of weather, Keats managed to write to Bailey of how 
great the English and Englishmen were - particularly Shakespeare, in 
comparison to the people of Devonshire whom he found to be 
dwindled. Once he saw that the rain was not going to abate anytime 
soon, he told Reynolds via mail that he had finished reading the 
fourth book of Endymion and he would be writing the preface for the 
book soon. But soon rather turned to be much much later than 
anticipated because George and Brown in their letters advised that 
the printer wanted the copy immediately. He then sent the 
manuscript for Endymion with a resounding dedication. Once the 
rain had stopped, he took a walk through the Teign Estuary which 
led him to Bishopsteignton and Kingsteignton. The walk took him 
back through the opposite shore via Combteignhead to Shalton. 
When he wrote to Haydon regarding the maiden’s sweet/Of the 
Market Street, these associations later reappeared there. 
 
Chapter 16: Walking North 

When Tom and Keats came together to the Bull Inn for the 
last time, they saw that their paths were diverged from each other. 
Tom was beginning to have an actual life while making a living, 
while Keats was the one on the highway north, being estranged from 
being the surgeon he might have become. The encounter indicated 
that Keats was going to focus on poetry full time and then everything 
from there would set the tone for what was to come. One of the 
reasons surrounding this visit was the fact that they were going to go 
their separate ways. Keats had written ‘Give me your Patience’ and it 
is an acrostic that he wrote for his wife Georgiana. A final stanza 
further showed the origin of her surname. They said their final 
farewell at the Crown Inn in Liverpool because Keats would later go 
with Brown to Lancaster. The trip over there meant that Keats had 
already made his path to be clear, that there was no question he 
wanted to be a poet. In addition, the trip also meant that Keats had 
carved his own path going forward as well. 
 

Chapter 17: Sleepless Nights 
Maria Dilke writes to her father-in-law contesting that 

Keats’ brother was ill, and that Keats should be sent for, unknowing 
that Keats was ill himself with a sore throat and a constant toothache, 
however, still en route to London with no prior indication of Tom 
being in the last stages of pulmonary tuberculosis which has ravaged 
his body for the past year.When Keats saw the state in which Tom 
was in, rampant memories of disease and death ran through his mind 
as he recalled his mother’s passing and left him feelings conquered, 
despite the progress in recent weeks. Keats devoted all of his efforts 
to comforting his brother in his final days. Keats did not inform their 
brother George, nor their sister, Georgiana of Tom’s fatal condition 
with hopes of keeping Tom’s condition concealed from the public 
but transcribed his thoughts of Tom’s lack of progression from his 
fatal state in note form. Keats dismayed the idea of being confined to 
a sickroom, as he dulled his anxiety, and his own pain as well as 
Tom’s with laudanum, an opium, and alcohol. Keats understood, as 
he was educated in medicine, that breathing the air of the sick, as 
was called, tubercular bacteria,  was not prosperous to his own health 
despite the necessity of his presence to care for his brother Tom. 
Tom ventured out of the sick room as much as possible, troubling 
himself with as many errands which would keep him from that 
perpetual situation. 

Keats ventured off in London to visit the Reynolds family at 
Little Britain, and by early September. Quickly. Lockhart’s 
transcribed attack on Hunt was predictable, but Keats was ever so 
shocked at the venomous nature in which Lockhart directed his 
comments towards Keats politicized sense of poetry in reference to 
Endymion’s change in the poetic idiom. Moreover, Lockhart’s rough 
tongue, with the inclusions of Z’s transcribed torment had critics 
tormenting Keats on his reasons from leaving medicine to go into 
poetry.  Hazlitt one of the those critics. Keats dined with Hazlitt to 
discuss the turmoil of Keats work. 

Keats recollects the first time he had seen Fanny Brawne, 
though there is no definite indication that they officially met, as he 
expressed his guiltiness of his admiration for a  woman as his brother 
lied in bed dying pulmonary tuberculosis. Keats decides to continue 
writing poetry since that seemed less of an insult to his brother’s 



state he tells Reynold’s.  It seems the meeting of eyes between Ketas 
and Fawny ignited the inspiration of Dante’s Inferno, which is ablaze 
with sexual energy. 

Roe goes on to discuss Keats’ transition from Endymion’s 
“mawkish poetical romance”, to that of Hyperion which would be 
composed in a more “naked and Grecian” manner. Keats goes on to 
write Hyperion, based on of the despair of the Titans after their fall 
to the Olympians in Greek mythology, highlighted Keats ability in 
blank verse. 

Previously Endymion, and now certainly Hyperion had 
caused an uproar in the poetic community, especially noted by The 
Examiner, thus indicating the magnitude of Keats’ ability as a poet 
as others came to his defense. However,  Keats’ defense was not 
enough for him to overlook the sneers from the Quaterly Review’s of 
his latest work which left him up throughout the night talking 
sensitive bitterness of the treatment he was enduring as a notable 
poet. In the midst of this madness, Tom died Tuesday, December 1 
as he was eased to his death with an opium. 

(Tiffany & Oluwaseun) 
 
Conjunctions, 1819 
Chapter 18: ditto, ditto 
 Two weeks after Tom’s death, Keats stays at Brown’s home 
as the funeral arrangements are set. The 4th of February, he attends a 
boxing match, and more time in between the funeral, he attends 
various social engagements to keep his head afloat. On the 7th of 
December, the Tom is buried in St, Stephens, surrounded by friends, 
he copes with his brother’s death and continues on. Around the 17th, 
he begins to write “Fancy,” keeping a steady ditto-ditto of which this 
chapter is aptly titled. Christmas time, Keats creates a bit of a stir 
between two families of whom he agreed to see on the day of and 
spend time with: the Brawnes and the Reynolds. He ended up 
accepting Mrs. Brawne’s invitation sending the Reynolds sisters and 
Fanny Brawne into a small tiff over him. At this time, he and Fanny 
were not in any romantic entanglements. Instead, Keats had his eye 
on Isabella Jones. 
 During the New Year, Keats began to suffer from a sore 
throat, choosing to stay inside of Wentworth more and more. He 

began dosing himself with laudandum, feeling low and wallowing in 
a foul mood. He finally emerged on January 17th 1817 to see Ms. 
Jones who prompted him to write a poem, of which Keats amused 
himself with thoughts of St. Agnes’ festival. From this, he begins to 
write The Eve of St. Agnes. This poem is more so for his parents to 
live again; recounting his mother’s complicated relationships with 
men but also trying to find a sweeter solution for their love and a 
happy ending. 
 
Chapter 19: Ever Indolent 
 Keats returned to Wentworth in February after being 
chronically sick, and during this time he was worried about hearing 
back from his sister, health, money and America. Keats was able to 
meet a to ton of people whose presence didn’t last in his life such as 
Cowden Clarke, Matthew, Hunt, and Haydon. His relationship with 
Isabella Jones shifted to an immense liking of Fanny Brawne. From 
January to April 1819, Keats took a break from letter writing, and 
began using opium more often. After his break Keats wrote “Ode to 
Indolence,” “Ode to Psyche,” “Ode to a Nightingale,” “Ode on a 
Grecian Urn,” and “Ode to Melancholy” which all had to do with 
Keats feelings of bleakness during this time. During May of 1819, 
Keats was having a great month (better than his previous months) 
and on the 9th his Odes got published in the Examiner. 
 Interestingly enough, after Keats thought about giving up 
poetry, he instead creates “La belle dame sans merci,” eroticism and 
imagination coming together at a newer point in his life, where he 
begins to feels truly trapped. 
 
Chapter 20: Hope and Chance 

As May was ending Keats began to feel uneasy again. He 
wished to be with his love, Fanny Brawne, but money was low and 
he had to find ways to make money. Keats began to get loans from 
his friends, and he wrote Lamia due to the fire between himself and 
Fanny. He felt as if he had become entrammelled by her. On Sunday 
27th, Keats begin to travel with Rice to Portsmouth then from 
Southwark, Kingston, Guilford and finally to Godalming. Monday 
the 28th he was in Ryde which  he had been before on April 1817. 
Keats wrote Brawne a letter that night and was happy he didn’t send 



the passionate letter. Even though he did not know how to begin 
letters to her, he wrote he weekly.  

His third letter to Fanny was from July 8th, during a celestial 
phenomenon, which he wrote “Bright Star” to her. On August 5th, 
Keats informed Fanny that he moved to Winchester, and could 
receive her letters more quickly. After the Peterloo Massacre, Keats 
told John Taylor that he was more determined to “get a livelihood.” 
After three weeks there, Keats finished writing Lamia, and his 
solitude was interrupted by a letter from his brother, George, his 
business venture had failed and he was in dire need of money.  
Which grounded Keats back in reality as the Panic of 1819 occurred. 

(Mariah & Melissa) 
 
Consuption, 1819-1821 
Chapters 21: Repasts  

Keats gave all the signs of being a naturalist, a creative artist 
who aims at close representation of nature or reality. (Oxford) This 
was foretold in the preface of Nicholas Roe’s biography John 
Keats.Roe tells his readers off the bat that John Keats was flexible in 
exercising his creative liberty but rigid in presenting himself to the 
public. “Keats was a compellingly restless presence- at one moment 
mastering complex Shakespearean sonnets, at another doodling 
nonsense, then commencing an epic to rival Milton.” (pg XVI) Keats 
was a multifaceted individual who faced a 19th century society who 
thrived on categories. This expectation of people being labeled as 
one thing and expected to be transparent character of all associated 
with that label caused Keats to have a low opinion of himself and 
caused him to be more self conscious. In Chapter 21, Repast, Keats’ 
skills in imagery are emphasized and how symbols travel from artist 
to artist along with their theme. “Keats had known about Libra since 
his schoolboy reading in Bonnycastle’s Introduction to Astronomy, 
and in autumn 1819 Libra’s scales also appeared in images of 
Peterloo. At the Manchester meeting banners had depicted Justice 
bravely brandishing her scales;”(p.356) This greatly contrasts with 
the artist in general whose health fluctuated like his artwork. His 
letter writing wasn’t as detailed as his artwork and muddles the 
image of who was John Keats even further. 

An equinox is one of the two periods in the year when the 
days and nights are equal in length. (Oxford) This is relevant because 
Keats spent his life in equal portions bright, nourishing and inspiring 
as well as morose, leeching and spreading misery. During his sunny 
moments Keats composed, The Fall of Hyperion, The Cap and Bells, 
Otho the Great and King Stephen, in this point in time Keats was on 
fire. However he wasn’t snuffed out by poor reviews or a broken 
heart. Rather by ignoring his health for his art. While running back 
and forth to deliver his works he caught a pulmonary infection 
during a chill that seized London January 1820. The sun had set and 
the moon rose in Keats professional and personal life. Right after 
meeting a liberal lady by the name of Fanny Brawne, who like him 
was seen as poor company for they did not fit the desired categories 
of good health, good company or good fortune. His ailment made it 
even more difficult to woe her for what woman would want a man in 
poor health, which made him poor company and due to his inability 
to create new content continued his poor fortune. While over the 
moon about Fanny, Keats became a jealous lunatic who insisted his 
friend, Brown was involved with his infatuation. His health like his 
artwork was deemed not worth consideration for it did not fit current 
views at the time. John Keats had doctoral experience and knew he 
had a pulmonary infection and yet still his physician Dr. Bree 
insisted his weak constitution was due to his sensitive feeling due to 
the onslaught of poor review.  During his moon moroseness Keats 
came upon epiphanies that reality mimicked fiction. “...February 
messages, poignantly associating Fanny Brawne with Wordsworth’s 
orphan Alice Fell, whose grief stricken sobbing could only be 
pacified by a warm cloak of ‘duffill’ grey.” (p. 362) The moon sets 
with Keats’ review fueled death and the sunrises in Chapter 22. 

 
Chapter 22: A Now 

Keats’ ailment is speculated upon, was it severe due to 
stubbornness to complete his literary ambitions or a refusal to be 
quarantined? One word keeps repeating itself in regards to Keats, 
cockney. Cockney is a child that sucketh long according to Oxford 
English Dictionary, but in the context of the critique was slang for 
spoiled brat at the time. Keats masculinity is called into question 
constantly and though how his engagement occurs is brushed over 



between chapter 21 and 22 there is a continuity in regards to his 
jealousy. Keats base on his artwork and his actions saw love as a 
temple whose accepted offerings was taking solace in one’s lover 
alone. Fanny Brawne based on her actions disagreed and while he 
was working in his sunny moments of literary inspiration it was 
eclipsed by the paranoia that Fanny was unescorted, desirable and 
most likely being mooned over. “...a dreadful reversal of the usual 
pattern-...-that men forget women more easily because they can 
occupy themselves with the world while women live uiet, confined 
lives.”(p.368) Socially and professionally assaulted Keats carefully 
selected which of his works went out into perfect in hopes he would 
make a mark in literary society despite negative review.(Chapter 22 
Pt 2 by Kristy Paz) Keats wanted to end his book of poems which 
included “Lamia, Isabella, The Eve of St Agnes, Ode to a 
Nightingale, Ode on a Grecian Urn, Ode to Psyche, Fancy, Ode 
[‘Bards of Passion and of Mirth’], Line on the Mermaid Tavern, 
Robin Hood, To Autumn, and Ode on Melancholy.” We were lucky 
enough to read these poems by Keats however, it was interesting to 
learn that Roe states the following words, “That Taylor and Hessey 
added ‘Hyperion’ as a final poem destroyed the coherence of the 
twelve-poem volume that Keats had projected” (373). It is a bit 
surprising that the man that wanted to break rules and create a new 
way of writing sonnets, was being overridden and not taken seriously 
by his publishers. The poem “Hyperion” was included against his 
will in the volume of poems he had created and the publishers has 
prefaced the book with words he had not approved! Keats wanted to 
clear to all his readers that the message provided in the preface was 
not by him and that it was his publishers who did all these decisions 
while he was ill.  

 
Chapter 23: Regions of Poetry 
 Keats obviously was in love with Fanny Brawne and they 
had a lot of letter exchanges until there was one exchange to whom 
he felt very bad for because he received the letter opened inside 
Hunt’s house, which Keats was temporarily living in. When this 
occurred, Keats went to see for Fanny Brawne and do to this 
“dreadful condition” she took him in. Keats felt those were the 

happiest days of his life. While in his new temporary home, he wrote 
a letter to Brown in Scotland which contained a “secret” (376). Part 
of the letter where the secret should be stated, was published but 
Brown omitted the part where the secret should have been written. 
Roe mentions possible reasons why Brown would have omitted the 
“secret.” The possible reasons would be the following: 1) the secret 
involved Brown (2) Keats probably apologized to Brown for 
mistrusting him about a possible suspicion against him with his love, 
Fanny Brawne (3) Sexual frustration [a topic that shouldn’t really be 
revealed] caused Keats his own disease (4) Inner disorder that Keats 
had since Brown does show that Keats stated in regards to the secret 
that it was something “not easy to pull out.” However, Roe states 
that he personally suspects that he must have revealed to Brown that 
he had a venereal infection which he tried to cure with Mercury and 
that now blood was flooding his lungs. Later on in the chapter, Roe 
begins discussing how the illness that Keats had was killing him and 
was making him sad and had him feeling dreadful, wishing for death 
to just come rather than him suffering and thinking about leaving his 
love, Fanny Brawne alone. “I wish for death every day and night to 
deliver me from these pains” (381). However Keats, later on, goes on 
a ship named Maria Crowther to seek for better help for his medical 
condition and while in this ship he writes various letters and here is 
where Roe starts breaking down where the sonnet “Bright Star” had 
been written. The sonnet had been published in a collection of poems 
titled, “1806 Poetical Works of William Shakespeare” however, 
Severn knew it was not published then, and much rather there is an 
examination of how the inspiration for the poem came about while in 
the ship. Keats obviously is very ill in this chapter and he is having 
less time. When Keats seems to feel better everything rumbles back 
down.  

(Ariel & Kristy) 
 
Chapter 24: Eternal Road  

In Chapter twenty-four, Keats turns twenty-five in 1820 and 
goes to settle at the ashore. Keats and his sister are suffering from the 
same complaint. One ease morning of November, Keats decides to 
write a letter to Brown, to relieve his wretchedness. Keats followed 
different political and democratic revolutionaries but he also 



believed that “he shouldn’t leave his ashes in the presence of a 
people with such miserable politicks”, thus he was sent back to Italy 
and traveled around different cities. At last, Keats settles through a 
landscape (Via Appia) that would change the state of his mind in his 
final months. Keats has settled in the healthiest part of the city. He 
has received his opinion that his stomach seemed to be “the seat of 
his disease”, and an infection in his heart and lungs. He is ready to 
face his death, he says, “I shall soon be laid in the quiet grave…”  

(Mariam) 
 

Chapter 25: Terminalia 
Chapter twenty-five of John Keats biography is all about the 

death of John Keats.  It was on Friday, February the twenty-third.  
The authorities not informed until the next day, where casts were 
taken of his face, hand and foot.  It wasn’t until the following day, 
Sunday, that the autopsy was done, which revealed that his lungs had 
been completely destroyed, though it was unclear if it had spread to 
his other organs. In tribute to him, Keats’ coffin was filled with 
unopened letter and other gifts, before his body was buried at the 
pyramid of Cestius on that Monday, and still the papers had been 
uninformed of this.  
 The Morning Chronicle was the first to be informed of and 
post the death of John Keats the following month on the twenty 
second, part of the wait being that Keats’ family had yet to have been 
informed of the passing of Keats, which ended in his mother and 
sister entering a period of nine days of morning. 
 The last chapter is a very romantic summation of Keats’ life, 
one that connects the dots to the person he became by the end.  This 
last bit is Roe’s eulogy to the poet that was john Keats.  Ending on 
the message of “Death had delayed coming to him until late on 
Friday, 23 February, for this was the roman festival of Terminalia, 
sacred to limits and extremities like this last darkling bride on which 
John Keats paused, steadied himself as many times before, and 
stepped beyond tomorrow.”  Words that beautifully capture the 
ending of the earthly adventure into the next adventure beyond 
tomorrow. 
 

(Anthony) 
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